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EVOLVE CERTIFICATION KIT

Training Volumizer
Basic

Training Volumizer
Center Part-Twin System

Training Extensions+
One Set Mannequin + Stand Adaptability Ring

Used to help determine 
desired color and texture 

selections

Aluminum Deluxe Kit Velcro Strips Mini Bristle Brush Connection Points Reformer

Used to hold hair in place 
while installing extensions

Recommended tool for 
clients to help maintain 
integration and integrity 

of the system

Non-damaging round-
edged aluminum coated 

connections used to 
secure client’s hair with 

the system

Used to open collapsed 
Connection Points

Transformer LW Integration Tool Connection VL Polymer Loops Clips

Used to close & open 
Connection Points

Used to hold Connection 
Points and grasp hair 
to be connected for 

anchoring
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ LENGTH: 12” (10” grey hair)

+ PARTS: None

+ DENSITIES: Medium, high

+ TEXTURES: Silky straight, natural
body wave, deep curl

+ COLORS: (28 basic colors, 7 blends,
4 bleached, 7 standard grey blends,
or can be customized at 40%, 60%, or
80% grey (using 60S silver grey) mixed
with any of our 28 standard basic colors

+ INSTALLATION: Connection points

SKU:10HHVOL

BASE MATERIAL Poly-mesh 

BASE SIZE 6.25” x 5”

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle human hair

DELIVERY STANDARD SHIP: Arrives within 15 working days
CUSTOM SHIP: Arrives within 30 working days

*Certified stylist only PRICE: $599.00

THE BASIC VOLUMIZER is designed to integrate 
with the client’s natural hair through the base 
without damaging the hair. In addition, the system is 
connected underneath using non-damaging round-
edged aluminum coated connection points to secure 
the system from moving. This allows the client to 
wear the Volumizer 4-5 weeks, night and day, before 
returning for a re-set appointment. The base is 
almost weightless, breaths and will not trap water 
underneath.  

• Non-damaging, non-invasive
• Requires no chemicals, glues or adhesives
• No shaving of the head is required

UNIQUE FEATURE
100% hand-tied in a double split knot through-
out the interior of the Volumizer to create the lift 
needed to allow the hair to move in any direction. 
Hair along the perimeter is tied in a double flat knot 
to blend with the client’s own hair. Looks and feel 
totally natural.

VOLUMIZER SERIES
+ Basic

For women with fine and thinning hair who are looking for a wearable 
solution to provide volume and coverage to the top of the head. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ HAIR LENGTH: 12” (10” grey hair)

+ PARTS: Right, center, left

+ DENSITY: High

+ TEXTURES: Silky straight, natural body wave,  
 deep curl

+ COLORS: (28 basic colors, 7 blends, 4 bleached, 
7 standard grey blends, or can be customized 
at 40%, 60%, or 80% grey (using 60S silver grey) 
mixed with any of our 28 standard basic colors

+ INSTALLATION: Connection points

SKU:10HHHDVOL

BASE MATERIAL Poly-mesh 

BASE SIZE 6.25” x 5”

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle hair

DELIVERY STANDARD SHIP: Arrives within 10 working days
CUSTOM SHIP: Arrives within 30 working days

*Certified stylist only PRICE: $675.00

SOLUTIONS FOR 
Women who no longer have enough hair to 
integrate thru a system because of severe thinning 
in the bang or part areas. The invisible part aids 
in disguising the base and providing additional 
coverage.
The system is connected underneath using  
non-damaging round-edged aluminum coated 
connection points to secure the system from 
moving. This allows the client to wear the Volumizer 
4-5 weeks, night and day, before returning for a 
re-set appointment. The base is almost weightless, 
breaths and will not trap water underneath. Clients 
feel like it is part of them and forget they are 
wearing it. 
• Non-damaging, non-invasive
• Requires no chemicals, glues or adhesives
• No shaving of the head is required

UNIQUE FACTOR
The part is made of a see-through monofilament 
that allows the natural color of the client’s scalp 
to show through, allowing for a perfect skin tone 
match.

VOLUMIZER SERIES
+ Invisible Part

For women who no longer have enough hair to integrate thru a 
system because of severe thinning in the bang or part areas. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ HAIR LENGTH: 12” (10” grey hair)

+ PARTS: Left, right, center

+ DENSITY: High

+ TEXTURES: Silky straight, body wave, deep curl

+ COLORS: (28 basic colors, 7 blends, 4 bleached, 
7 standard grey blends, or can be customized  
at 40%, 60%, or 80% grey (using 60S silver grey) 
mixed with any of our 28 standard basic colors

+ INSTALLATION: Connection points

SKU:10VOLFL

BASE MATERIAL Poly-mesh base
French lace front and part

BASE SIZE 6.25” x 5”

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle human hair

DELIVERY Arrives within 30 working days

*Certified stylists only $825.00

SOLUTIONS FOR 
Women who have severe hair loss in the front and 
are no longer candidates for Basic or Invisible Part 
systems. These women have no other choice then 
to use tape or adhesive to attach the system in the 
bang area. To create as natural look as possible, 
while still respecting the integrity of the hair the 
client may have on the back and sides, the system 
is made up in three parts:   

• The French lace gives a natural look across 
the forehead. Additional French lace is used 
for a right, left, or center part.

• There is an area to attach with tape or 
adhesive to stabilize the system. 

• The sides and back are secured using round-
edged aluminum coated connection points. 

UNIQUE FACTOR
French Lace is durable, transparent, light weight, 
and, like the Volumizer base, does not trap water.

VOLUMIZER SERIES
+ French Lace Volumizer

For women who have severe hair loss in the front and are no 
longer candidates for Basic or Invisible Part systems.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ HAIR LENGTH: 12” (10” grey hair)

+ PARTS: Left, right, center

+ DENSITY: High

+ TEXTURES: Silky straight, body wave, deep curl

+ COLORS: 28 basic colors, 7 blends, 4 bleached,  
 7 standard grey blends,  or can be customized 
 at 40%, 60%, or 80% grey (using 60S silver grey)  
 mixed with any of our 28 standard basic colors

+ INSTALLATION: Connection points

SKU:10VOLFL

BASE MATERIAL Poly-mesh base
French lace front and part

BASE SIZE 6.25” x 5”

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle human hair

DELIVERY Arrives within 30 working days

*Certified stylists only PRICE: Basic $750.00 / Invisible Part $799.00

SOLUTIONS FOR 
Women who are candidates for either a basic or 
invisible part system but need more options to fit 
their lifestyle. The Twin system offers removable 
non-damaging clips that can be reinstalled 
whenever needed, allowing the client the option 
to install with or clips when necessary. Client may 
choose to wear the Volumizer 4-5 weeks, night 
and day, before returning for a re-set appointment 
or clip-in the system and removing it at night. The 
base is almost weightless, breaths and will not 
trap water underneath. Clients feel like it is part of 
them and forget they are wearing it. 

• Non-damaging, non-invasive
• Requires no chemicals, glues or adhesives 
• No Shaving of the head is required
• Clips are comfortable and lay flat to the head

UNIQUE FACTOR
The clips are attached to bridges that are sown into 
the volumizer. Each bridge and clip were designed 
to fit the planes of the head. This designed is more 
comfortable and lays flatter to the head creating a 
more aesthetically pleasing natural look.

VOLUMIZER SERIES
+ Twin System Volumizer

For women who are candidates for either a basic or invisible part 
system but need more options to fit their lifestyle.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ HAIR LENGTH: 12” (10” grey hair)

+ PARTS: None 

+ DENSITY: High

+ TEXTURES: Silky straight, body wave,
 deep curl

+ COLORS: (28 basic colors, 7 blends,   
 4 bleached, 7 standard grey blends,   
 or can be customized at 40%, 60%, or   
 80% grey (using 60S silver grey) mixed   
 with any of our 28 standard basic colors

+ INSTALLATION OPTIONS:    
 Connection points, clips/bridges (4)

SKU:10VOLMTS

BASE MATERIAL Poly-mesh; French lace part

BASE SIZE 4.5” x 3.5”

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle human hair

CLIPS

Made from stainless sprung steel, the silicon 

protection strip on the inside of the clip prevents 

breakage. The clips are electronically plated and 

therefore will not fade in color or chip.

DELIVERY Arrives within 30 working days

*Certified stylists only PRICE: $549.00

SOLUTIONS FOR 
Our Mini Twin System Volumizer is the 
same as our Twin System Volumizer, 
except with a smaller base size of 4.5” 
x 3.5” for the client with a smaller head 
circumference. 

Can be worn with clips for a temporary 
look or installed with connection points 
for longer wear.

System has four (4) bridges sewn into 
the system. Clips come pre-installed. 
Can be removed and reinstalled 
depending on need.

*Shown without bridges/clips

VOLUMIZER SERIES
+ Twin System Mini-Volumizer

Our Mini Twin System Volumizer is the same as our Twin System 
Volumizer, except with a smaller base size. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ STYLES: Basic, Invisible Part (L, R, C), Twin 

System, Mini Twin System, French Lace

+ HAIR LENGTH: 10”

+ DENSITY: High

+ TEXTURE: Natural body 

+ COLORS: 
  Standard: 7 blended colors (#36-Dark 

Grey, #51-Light Grey, #56-Lightest Grey, 
#44-Medium Grey, #280-Pepper + Salt, 
#283-Salt + Pepper, #60S-Silver Grey) 

  Custom: Can be customized at 40%, 60%, 
or 80% grey (using 60S silver grey) mixed 
with any of our 28 standard basic colors

SKU:10HHHDVOL

BASE MATERIAL Depends on style chosen 

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle human hair

DELIVERY Arrives within 30 working days

*Certified stylists only Same price as other colors

SOLUTION FOR
All of the benefits of the Evolve Volumizer 
Series in various shades of grey blends. 
Available in seven (7) standard grey blends 
or can be customized at 40%, 60%, or 80% 
grey (using 60S grey) mixed with any of our  
28 standard basic colors.

Shades of Grey are available on all styles 
within our Volumizer Series. Perfect for the 
woman who is embracing their grey hair 
but needs to add some volume.

Available in 10” length only. Salt + Pepper 
#283

Pepper + Salt
#280

Silver Grey
#60S

Lightest Grey
#56

Light Grey
#51

Dark Grey
#36

Medium Grey
#44

VOLUMIZER SERIES
+ Shades of Gray Volumizers

All of the benefits of the Evolve Volumizer Series in various 
shades of grey blends. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ LENGTHS: 14”, 18”, 22”

+ DENSITIES: Single, double

+ COLORS: 28 basic colors, 7 blends,   
 4 bleached

+ TEXTURE: Natural body

+ WIDTHS: 1.5”, 2”

+ INSTALLATION: Easy Loops with    
 Connection points

SKU:20HHDDEE

HAIR 100% Remy cuticle human hair

BRIDGE Sewn poly-mesh 

EASY LOOPS Plastic

CONNECTION POINTS Aluminum Alloy

DELIVERY

STANDARD SHIP: Arrives within 10 
working days
CUSTOM SHIP: Arrives within 30 
working days

*Any licensed stylist Price: Varies on density + length

EXTENSIONS+ SERIES
+ Extensions+ Easy Loops

SOLUTION FOR
EVOLVE EXTENSIONS+ EASY LOOPS can be 
worn with or without the Evolve Volumizer.

A full set of extensions for an average head:

+  one pack-2” double ply to build a good 
foundation around the perimeter

+  two packs-2” single ply to work up the 
back of the head form

+  one pack-1-1/2” to fit vertically on the 
sides

This may vary somewhat depending on the 
client’s head size.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ LENGTH: 14”

+ COLORS: Eight (waitress red, shy 
violet, singin’ the blues, bubblegum 
pink, ice queen, purple rain, hotter in 
pink, gimme merlot)

+ TEXTURE: Natural body

+ INSTALLATION: Easy loops 

SKU:20HSPEE14LPF

HAIR Preblended 30% Remy cuticle human hair + 
70% polyester fiber blend

TREATMENTS Environmentally friendly phosphoric flame 
retardant

HEATED STYLING TOOLS > 356° F

DELIVERY STANDARD SHIP: Arrives within 10 working 
days

Direct to consumer, 
licensed + certified stylists PRICE: $7.00 ea

EXTENSIONS+ SERIES
+ Lollipops

SOLUTION FOR:
Unleash your fantasies by wearing our 
trendy Lollipop collection available in 
an assortment of rainbow colors. These 
vibrant, fashion-forward colors are 
comprised of 30% Remy cuticle hair and 
70% polyester fiber blend. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ BASE SIZE: 2” X 1½”

+ LENGTH: 12”

+ DENSITY: Medium-high

+ ATTACHMENT: Double clip-ins

+ COLORS: Seven blends (Ultra  
 High Light 14+24+613, Beach  
 Wanderer, 8+14+25, Light Blonde  
 22+613, Espresso 1B+2, Burgundy  
 30R+33R+138, Brownie 2R+4R+6R,  
 Chocolate 4+6+8)

SKU:00421

BASE 2” x 1.5” French Lace

CLIPS	(2) Metal

HAIR 100% Remy human hair

DELIVERY STANDARD SHIP: Arrives within 10 
working days

Direct to consumer, 
licensed + certified stylist PRICE: $55.00 ea

POP-INS SERIES
+ Pop-Ins

All hand ventilated with the finest 
workmanship. Can be used for lifting and 
volume in the crown and sides, bangs, 
over thinning spots, or for a pop of color.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ Zippered case holds two shears,    
 cleaning cloth and blade adjuster

+ Japanese ball bearing screw

SKU:E-6030

TIGHTENER Metal

CLOTH 5” x 5” Deer skin

CASE 8.5X8 (open) Artificial leather

SHEARS 6” Japanese Cobalt 440C steel

SCREW Japanese ball bearing

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $350.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Buttering + Melting Shears

APPLICATION
With our buttering + melting technique 
and the introduction of our new shears, 
Evolve will change the add-on hair 
industry. Made of Japanese cobalt 440C 
steel AND Japanese ball bearing screw 
which helps the blade glide; stays sharper 
longer.

For sharpening information, go to 
shearfactory.com.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ Zippered case holds two shears, 

 cleaning cloth and blade adjuster

+ Japanese ball bearing screw

SKU: E-550

TIGHTENER Metal

CLOTH 5” x 5” Deer skin

CASE 8.5X8 (open) Faux leather

SCISSORS 5.5” Japanese Cobalt 440C steel

SCREW Japanese ball bearing

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $385.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Samurai Scissors

APPLICATION
Grips each hair for a more accurate line, 
with no pushing and no drag.

Made with Japanese cobalt 440C steel 
AND Japanese ball bearing screw which 
helps the blade glide; stays sharper longer.

For sharpening information, go to 
shearfactory.com.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ Holds Reformer, Transformer LW,   

Connection VL, Integration Tool, and 
two scissors

SKU:20TOLBAGEN

POCKETS Leather

BACKSIDE Fabric

CLOSURE Buckle

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $39.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Tool Belt

Application	
The Evolve tool belt is specifically 
designed to hold all of the Evolve 
installation and re-installation tools; 
designed to speed up the application 
time and create an organized system for 
installing the Volumizer and Extensions+. 

(Tools not included)
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ Holds the following hair samples: 
 31 basic colors
 7 blend colors
 4 bleached colors
 7 grey colors
 8 fantasy colors
+ Colors separated by color category

SKU:20VOLRING

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $75.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Adaptability Ring

APPLICATION 
An essential tool for accurately matching 
your client’s hair color and texture. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ 100 pieces per jar

+ COLORS: Five colors (black, dark brown,  
 medium brown, blonde, light chestnut)

SKU:20VCONPTS

MATERIAL Aluminum Alloy

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $12.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Connection Points

APPLICATION
Made to secure Volumizers and Extensions+ 
into the natural hair. Are built to withstand 
all hair chemicals and will not crack. 
Connection points are made of a special 
aluminum alloy and can’t be reused. 
Color coordinated to the Volumizer and 
Extensions+.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ One per box
+ Two sides
+ Ability to load up to ten connection 
 points on each side

SKU:20CONNECTVL

LOADER COVER Plastic

LOADER Metal

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $50.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Connection VL

APPLICATION 
Used to hold Connecting Points and grasp 
hair to be connected for anchoring.

Loads on both sides so that you can 
preload up to 20 connection points.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ QUANTITY: 25 per pack
 (Does not include connection points)

SKU:20VPYMLOOPS

THREADER Flexible plastic

PULLER Hard plastic

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $12.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Easy Loops

APPLICATION 
Need extra easy loops? Keep a supply 
of Easy Loops in your salon just in case 
you have that client that you need to 
add an extra Connection Point to their 
Extensions+.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ QUANTITY: 24 strips per pack

+ STRIP DIMENSIONS:    
 2cm (.79”) x 13cm (5.11”)

SKU:20PVSO2PN

MATERIAL Velcro

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $12.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Extensions+ Velcro Strips

APPLICATION 
Works as hair clips on the client’s head 
while installing Extensions+ or to use 
while cutting/styling hair.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ QUANTITY: Two tools per box

SKU:20VINTEGTOOL

HANDLE Plastic

HOOK Metal

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $22.50

TOOLS SERIES
+ Integration Tool

APPLICATION 
A tool specially designed to draw the 
exact amount of hair needed through 
the Volumizer base and Extensions+.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ Wooden handle hair brush using  
a combination of plastic pins and   
boar hair

SKU:20MAINTBRUSH

HANDLE Wood

BRUSH Bristles with plastic tips

Direct to consumer, licensed + 
certified stylist PRICE: $17.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Maintenance Tool Brush

APPLICATION
A combination of plastic pins and boar 
hair designed to detangle, smooth and 
polish the hair cuticle to perfection. 

It’s an ideal aid for blow drying and daily 
maintenance for add-on hair.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ 6” stainless steel

SKU:20VREFORMER

MATERIAL Surgical grade steel

*Any licensed stylist $80.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Reformer

APPLICATION
In the rare occasion that a Connection 
Point is too tight or collapses, the 
Reformer Tool is designed to reopen it 
for removal.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
+ Three grooves:

• 1st grove at the tip is specially 
designed to prevent slippage of the 
Connection Point

• 2nd + 3rd rounded grooves are 
used to remove Connection Points

SKU:20VTRANSFORM2

MATERIAL Surgical grade steel

*Any licensed stylist PRICE: $85.00

TOOLS SERIES
+ Transformer LW

APPLICATION 
Specially designed for the installation of 
Connection Points. The Transformer crimps 
the Connection Point into the natural hair.

The special grove in the Transformer 
prevents slippage.

The two round openings are used to 
remove the Connections. 




